Spring / Summer Collection 2020

Welcome to the Spring
Summer 2020 collection
from Hoggs of Fife.
With over 130 years of experience of producing
hard wearing, quality products for fieldsports and
farming we like to think we have a pretty good
awareness of what it takes to kit out our customer
for the Summer months. In this collection, we
have built a range of lightweight shirts and polos
to co-ordinate with the stunning colours of our
Stirling Cotton knit pullover, we have extended
our successful ‘Struther’ family to include a superb
waterproof breek and a shooting vest and we
now have a range of chinos, jeans and summer
footwear to complete the look – all with the
traditional craftsmanship and value for money we
always strive for at Hoggs of Fife!
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A stylish, modern look to this shooting jacket, 100% waterproof
with clean design lines and a waterproof zip to the front pocket
help make this a great looking, tough jacket that performs.
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90% polyester 10% nylon
Dropliner membrane
Full zip front
Polyester mesh lining
Phone pocket with waterproof zip
2 side pockets
Fixed hood

Product Code: STRJ
Size: XS - 3XL
Colour: Dark Green

STRUTHER SMOCK FIELD JACKET

STRUTHER SHOOTING VEST

STRUTHER WATERPROOF BREEK

KINROSS FIELD JACKET

Facilitating a wide range of movement, the Struther Smock is
suitable for a range of countryside activities. Principally designed
for hunting/shooting it is longer length, fully waterproof and
breathable, keeping you comfortable throughout the day.

In a lightweight, robust and waterproof fabric, this shooting
vest is ideal as a layering item for game shoots but also for clay
shooting and can even be handy for the dog walk with its tough
fabric, expanding pocket and polysuede reinforcements.

Why didn’t we think of this sooner! A tough, waterproof breek
that will resist the rain but also repel any water running down
off your jacket and lets you sit on a damp surface without letting
water though.

A technical jacket suitable for the modern country sportsman,
Kinross Field Jacket is comfortable, lightweight and streamlined.
A thin durable fabric that gives you all the performance features
you need on a mild Winter’s day.
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90% polyester 10% nylon
Drop liner membrane
Polyester mesh lining
3/4 length giving enhanced coverage
Large front pocket
2 x zipped side pockets
Quarter zip closure with waterproof zip
Adjustable, fleece-lined hood
Semi-elasticated, adjustable cuffs

Product Code: STRU
Size: XS - 3XL
Colour: Dark Green

90% polyester 10% nylon
Waterproof fabric
Taped seams
Two expanding pockets with brass effect poppers
Poachers pocket to the rear, left and right
Reinforced shoulder panels, left and right

Product Code: STRV
Size: S - 3XL
Colour: Dark Green

90% polyester 10% nylon
Zip fly
Two side pockets
Hook and eye cuffs with faux buckle in metal
Fixed waistband with elastication

Product Code: STRB
Size: S - 3XL
Colour: Dark Green

Suede tricot fabric
Fully waterproof, windproof & breathable
Waterproof zip
Chest pocket with vertical zip
2 x zipped side pockets
Elasticated cuffs
Adjustable hem for perfect fit

Product Code: KINR
Size: S - 3XL
Colour: Green

STENTON FLEECE JACKET
We scoured the world for a great looking technical fleece that
would bring the lightweight, breathable, insulating properties
needed from a midlayer, but one that would also have the rich
pile and slight sheen that shows you have an understanding of
what looks good.
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100% polyester hollow fibre fleece
Faux suede reinforced binding details
Windproof, breathable, insulating
Fast drying fleece fabric
Branded Hoggs of Fife zip tabs
Two zipped pockets
Interactive, clips into our Kincraig and Glenmore jackets

Product Code: STFJ
Size: S-3XL
Colours: Midnight Navy, Pine
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STRUTHER ZIP THROUGH JACKET
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An exhaustive selection process brought us this great looking
technical fleece that boasts the lightweight, breathable,
insulating properties needed from a midlayer, but also has
the rich pile and slight sheen that exudes country style and
sophistication.
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100% polyester hollow fibre fleece
Faux suede reinforced binding details
Windproof, breathable, insulating
Fast drying fleece fabric
Branded Hoggs of Fife zip pulls
Two zipped pockets
Interactive, clips into our Kincraig and Glenmore jackets

Product Code: STFG
Size: S-3XL
Colours: Midnight Navy, Pine

BALMORAL LUXURY
TATTERSALL SHIRT
As good as a Tattersall shirt can get in our opinion, this country
classic has an element of quality and refinement about it that
is rarely seen - in this case the use of sophisticated colour
combinations further enhances the look - great for a driven shoot
on a country estate but equally good for dressing up at a function
or dressing down at the village pub.
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100% superfine cotton, twill weave
Classic collar
Hoggs engraved horn effect buttons
Two button adjustable cuff
Single breast pocket
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: BALM
Size: 15”-17½” (incl ½ sizes), 18”, 19”
Colours: Green/Brown, Navy/Wine

FALKLAND HERRINGBONE
TWILL SHIRT
To improve on the Hoggs of Fife Premier Tattersalls, this Falkland
Tattersall shirt had to be of the best quality we could find. The
herringbone weave and top grade cotton give a refinement and
density to the Falkland that can only be found amongst the most
elite of tattersalls - classic country colours top off the look.
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100% superfine cotton
Herringbone weave
Classic collar, chest pocket
Hoggs engraved horn effect buttons
Two button adjustable cuff
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: FALK
Size: 15”-17½” (incl ½ sizes), 18”, 19”
Colours: Blue/Brown, Green/Wine

MUIRFIELD SHORT SLEEVE
CHECK SHIRT
Woven from a lightweight Slub cotton to facilitate air flow, the
Muirfield Shirt is soft, comfortable and stylish. Giving the perfect
country casual feel, wear it with your favourite trousers - or
shorts on those warmer days!
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100% cotton, slub woven
Open breast pocket
Side seam vents
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Branded buttons
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: MUIR
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: Olive/Blue Check, Red/Navy Check, Brown/Green Check

ABERDOUR SHORT SLEEVE
CHECK SHIRT
Short sleeved and boasting a two tone gingham weave for a
classic Summer look, this cotton slub shirt has a soft, lightweight
feel and the subtle texture that comes with a cotton slub fabric.
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100% cotton slub
Button down collar
Chest patch pocket
Side seam vents
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Branded buttons
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: ABER
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: Navy/Green check, Gold/Navy check

PERTH SHORT SLEEVE CHECK SHIRT
Crafted from 100% cotton and with an ‘Easy Care’ treatment to
the finished fabric, this classic short sleeved shirt can be dressed
up or down for a classic casual look.
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100% cotton
Button down collar
Chest patch pocket
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Easy Care finished fabric
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: PERT
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: Light Blue Check, Light Green Check
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STENTON FLEECE GILET
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DUNEDIN OXFORD SHIRT

Cut to a tailored fit from a top quality 100% cotton fabric, our
Turnberry shirt has a white base and a crisp, classic grid check
giving a really sharp country look and pairing brilliantly with our
Stenton fleece.

The Hoggs of Fife Dunedin Oxford Shirt is a classic timeless
design that will become a reliable staple of your wardrobe - ideal
for day to day wear and can be dressed up or dressed down to
suit any occasion.
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100% cotton
Button down collar
Chest patch pocket
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: TURN
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: White/Navy, White/Pale Blue

100% cotton Oxford weave fabric
Pearlised buttons, subtle Hoggs branding
Buttoned cuffs
Rear central pleat tailored for ease of movement
Button down collar
Two tone Oxford fabric

Product Code: DUNE
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: Blue, Wine

DUNDAS OXFORD CHECK SHIRT
Our classic Oxford shirt, lightweight and versatile with a striking
check woven through, two great colour combinations whether
rust check, for that Autumn feel or the more classic red/blue.
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100% cotton Oxford weave fabric
Pearlised buttons, subtle Hoggs branding
Buttoned cuffs
Rear central pleat tailored for ease of movement
Button down collar
Two tone Oxford, check woven into fabric

Product Code: DUND
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: Red/Blue Check, Rust Check

ANSTRUTHER WASHED POLO SHIRT

CRAIL JERSEY POLO SHIRT

KINGHORN POLO SHIRT

Superfine cotton helps give a silky touch to this top quality pique
polo shirt. The shirt is constructed and then the colour added at
the final step of the process, generating a ‘lived in’ look from new.
Top quality cotton, a subtle washed colour and a classy look for
most Summer occasions!

Crafted in 100% cotton jersey fabric, our Crail polo is made in a
neutral fabric and then colour washed as a full garment, giving a
real ready to wear, lived in look to this top quality, soft polo shirt.

Both versions with a navy collar, our Kinghorn pique polo shirts
feature a two tone ‘birdseye’ weave from 100% cotton. Exuding
‘smart/casual’ the Kinghorn has a crisp, everyday look and a
premium quality finish.
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100% Superfine cotton
Ribbed collar
3-button placket
Side seam vents
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Branded buttons
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: ANST
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: Cobalt Blue, Navy, Olive
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100% Superfine cotton
Self fabric collar
3-button placket
Side seam vents
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Branded buttons
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: CRPO
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: Dutch Blue, Navy, Red
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100% cotton pique weave
Contrast Navy collar with white tipping
Two button placket
Side seam vents
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Branded buttons
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: KING
Size: S - 3XL
Colours: Contrast Navy, Contrast Red
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TURNBERRY TWILL COTTON SHIRT
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STIRLING LONG SLEEVE PULLOVER
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Our Stirling V Neck Pullover is a timeless classic and an essential
part of every countryman’s wardrobe. Made from 100% cotton,
Stirling is lightweight, comfortable, easy to maintain and pairs
brilliantly with a matching Hoggs of Fife shirt.
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100% pure cotton
V-neck knitwear
Insulating and breathable ribbed collar, cuffs and hem
Tonal logo subtly embroidered left chest
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: STIR
Size: S-3XL
Colours: Burgundy, Green, Navy Denim, Light Denim, Olive, Rust

We all need that easy to wear, lightweight, waterproof, breathable
yet stylish jacket that we can keep in the back of the car for those
heavy showers... or the dog walk in the rain.
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100% nylon ripstop fabric
Taped seams and breathable mesh lining
Fully adjustable & detachable hood stowed in collar
2 x large zipped pockets and mobile pocket
Suitable for embroidery, while maintaining waterproof
elements

Product Code: CHEV
Size: S-2XL
Colour: Navy

DINGWALL STRETCH JEAN

The Hoggs of Fife Beauly stretch cotton chino is comfortable
enough for you to wear all day in the office, out on the moor
or with a polo shirt at the social gathering - the durable, cotton
based fabric has a stretch content which can help make these
your favourite pair of trousers for every occasion!

The Hoggs of Fife brand is synonymous with great quality, hard
wearing trousers. The durable, cotton fabric of the Dingwall
Stretch Jean is engineered with 3% elastane, meaning that these
great looking jeans are exceptionally comfortable and they retain
their shape very well too.
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97% cotton/3% elastane
Classic chino design
Flat front construction
2 quarter pockets
2 buttoned rear pockets
Buttoned waist with zip fly

Product Code: BECT
Size: 30” - 46” Waist, 29”, 31” & 33” Leg
Colours: Navy, Stone

97% cotton/3% elastane
Durable, soft stretch fabric
5 pocket jean construction
Belt loops and branded leather patch
Buttoned waist with zip fly

Product Code: DICJ
Size: 32” - 44” Waist, 29”, 31” & 33” Leg
Colours: Navy, Stone

H716 COMFORT FIT JEANS

STRUTHER WATERPROOF CAP

Great jeans for work or casual wear, western, relaxed cut, classic,
5 pocket design and built for work. They will last you longer due
to the weight of fabric and quality of construction, remaining
comfortable through the working day.

Designed to work with all items in our Struther collection, this
adjustable cap is waterproof and breathable, keeping your head
cool and dry all day long. Tonal suede effect peak adds to the
quality look and feel of this great value item.
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14oz heavyweight denim
Graded leg
Double-rolled seams
Copper rivets at stress points to give added strength
Two front pockets (one with small coin pocket)
Two rear pockets

Product Code: H716
Size: 32”-48” Waist / 29”, 31”, 33” Leg
Colour: Dark Indigo Denim

90% polyester 10% nylon
Suede effect peak in tonal colour
Taped seams
Hoggs of Fife embossed logo on adjustment strap
One size fits all

Product Code: STBB
Size: One Size
Colour: Dark Green
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BEAULY STRETCH CHINO

CHEVIOT WATERPROOF JACKET
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BANFF DEALER BOOTS
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Banff Country Dealer Boots have been a very popular addition to
our collection - Dealer (also known as Chelsea) Boots, originated
as walking boots, but the instant comfort and ease of access is of
great appeal to the fieldsports and farming fraternity, no surprise
then that Banff, with great quality components at a competitive
price, has been so popular.
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Full grain waxy leather uppers
Storm Welt design
Breathable, cushioned branded Insole
Medium-wide Fit
Deep tread country rubber outsole
Elasticated side gussets
Double pull tabs

Product Code: 4232
Size: 40-47
Colours: Waxy Walnut, Dark Brown

INVERURIE BROGUE SHOES
The Country classic that can embrace the High Street, our
Inverurie Brogue lace up shoes are made from a full grain waxy
leather and have a rugged ‘commando’ sole with excellent
traction and flexibility. Traditional leather serration and
perforations into the full grain leather complete the look.
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Full grain waxy leather uppers
Storm Welt design
Breathable, cushioned branded Insole
Medium-wide fit
Deep tread country rubber outsole
Antiqued eyelets

Product Code: 4230
Size: 40-47
Colour: Waxy Walnut, Dark Brown

NORTHUMBERLAND LADIES
DEALER BOOTS
The construction of our Northumberland Yard Boot means that
it is fully waterproof up to the base of the elasticated gusset,
meaning this boot can keep you totally dry in up to 3 inches of
wet ground. Crafted from durable, water resistant leather with
a breathable, waterproof lining, the rugged outsole makes them
the ideal country boot, whether working on the farm…or walking
in the park!
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100% Full grain water resistant waxy leather
Breathable, waterproof lining
Elasticated gusset
Rugged, country outsole
Removeable anatomic insole
Branded pull tab at heel

Product Code: 1968
Size: 36-42
Colour: Dark Brown

Hoggs of Fife Limited
Cupar
Fife
KY15 4RB
Phone: 01334 653733
Email: sales@hoggs.co.uk

